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Nuclear group denied SIU-C bus use

By John Schrag
Staff Writer

Twenty-seven Southern Illinois residents participating in a national nuclear freeze lobby left the SIU-C campus for Washington, D.C., at 1 a.m. Sunday, right on schedule. But at the insistence of the SIU-C administration, the group departed in vans rented from a local business, rather than in the university bus they had reserved.

The Mid-America Peace Project, a recognized student organization sponsoring the Washington trip, reserved an SIU-C Travel Service bus on Feb. 16. MAPP received notification Thursday that the bus was cancelled.

Efforts made by MAPP members, the Undergraduate Student Organization and the Daily Egyptian to find out why the bus was cancelled proved fruitless Thursday. Inquirers were told to talk to Harry Wirth, director of service enterprises, or Clarence Dougherty, vice president for campus services, neither of whom could be reached Thursday.

ON FRIDAY, however, MAPP was told that there is a university policy prohibiting the use of SLC vehicles for events that are not sponsored by the University. The trip to Washington is not a university sponsored event, and thus, according to the policy, non-university vehicles must be used.

Dougherty said Friday that he did not learn what the purpose of the trip was until early last week.

"It was not until Monday or Tuesday that was made aware that the University bus scheduled for Washington, D.C., was not available," Dougherty said. "It was not until then that it was explained to us that the University policy prohibiting the use of university vehicles for non-university purposes was not appropriate under the regulations set down by the Illinois Attorney General." 

Nick Rom, MAPP director, said he is confused by the fact SIU-C buses have been used to take other groups to Washington. He said there is no assurance that an SIU-C bus was used to take a group of SIU-C students and Southern Illinois residents to a nuclear freeze rally in New York City last summer.

Tom Ruch, assistant to President MAPP, said he had not been aware that apparently university policy was changed.

See BUS, Page 2

"Straight Out of Darkness"

Mike Campbell, lead guitarist (left); Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, rocked the Arena Friday (center); and Ron Blair, bassist, of Tom Petty Night. See story, Page 2.

EPA chief is subpoenaed by Congress

By William Krehm
Associate Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Probes of the Environmental Protection Agency dominate Congress again this week, with the main event a scheduled appearance Thursday by its chief, Anne M. Burford.

Mrs. Burford, under siege and hanging onto her job, is subpoenaed to appear before one of the six congressional panels investigating her agency. She has been ordered to produce sensitive EPA documents.

Six panels are investigating the agency's handling of the $6 billion "superfund" program to clean up abandoned chemical waste dumps.

Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of the subcommittee that subpoenaed Mrs. Burford, says his investigation has yielded evidence of wrongdoing within the agency.

In the days before Mrs. Burford's appearance, however, other congressional investigators also will be active. But Dingell's House Energy and Commerce investigations subcommittee is likely to be the most prominent.

The probe has moved so quickly that Dingell said he was uncertain how many witnesses would be called.

Dingell's panel also plans a public session Monday, with EPA General Counsel Robert Perry, a top aide to Mrs. Burford, scheduled to testify.

Meanwhile, the House Public Works Committee is investigating the EPA and the subcommittee continues closed-door sessions to review sensitive EPA documents obtained in a negotiated settlement with the White House.

The House and the Science and Technology subcommittee on the environment looks into allegations that scientific advisors to the agency were screened through a "hit list" that noted their political leanings and associations.

The chairman of that subcommittee, Rep. James Scheuer, D-N.Y., has subpoenaed 75 former EPA employees to testify Thursday about the list. He did not specify why.

The critical hearing, however, is Dingell's session Thursday requiring Mrs. Burford to appear with the disputed documents.

Mrs. Burford, citing President Reagan's orders, previously has claimed executive privilege to withhold the documents from Congress.

Southern Illinois University

F-Senate to consider legal aspects of layoff

By Philip Fiorini
Staff Writer

The Faculty Senate will address the legal implications of a faculty and staff furlough at 3 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Center Missouri Room.

William Gregory, the vice president and a law professor, said last week a furlough would be illegal because it is a breach of contract. He also said it was inconsistent with the administration's policy to announce the possibility of a furlough publicly without examining the legal aspects of it.

President Albert Somit announced last month the possibility of a furlough during spring break if Gov. James Thompson can't order a second round of funding recalls amounting to over 2 percent of the budget.

Thompson ordered an initial 1 percent budget recession in December which the University met with a contingency fund.

John Baker, special assistant to the president, said Thursday he could not say whether Thompson would order a second budget recession or when it would be announced.

Baker said the administration had not consulted with the university legal counsel about the legal aspects of a furlough before making the statement.

He said Somit made the announcement in consultation with university counsel and groups would have a chance to express concerns to the president.

The senate also is scheduled to consider a resolution opposing a study day proposed by the Undergraduate Student Organization for spring and fall semesters.

The Senate President Herbert Dono said the Undergraduate Educational Policy Committee will present a resolution for non-students to vote on Thursday, stating that the Senate does not support a "superfund" in the spring and fall.

The resolution states the UEP cannot support any further erosion of instructional time. However, according to the resolution, summer session and study time concerns expressed by students will be viewed as legitimate.

The UEP will recommend in the resolution that the Senate Tuesday before fall semester examinations be designated a non-examination day.

A resolution which would allow the senate to develop guidelines for governing the distribution of special salary adjustments is also scheduled to be considered.

The resolution drafted by the Faculty Senate and circulated by its chairwoman, stated that the administration should inform the senate of the amount of money which has been set aside for fiscal year 1981 for special salary adjustments.

Gus Bode

Gus says our administrators are letting the faculty do all the legal research on the furlough proposal.

By William Krehm
Associated Press Writer
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Group opposes Watt proposal to reform coal mine regulations

By Terry levee
Staff Writer

Reform of federal strip mine regulations, a plan Secretary of the Interior James Watt said he would implement when he took office, is closer to becoming a reality with the recent purchase of the South Project Inc. is ready to fight Watt over the issue.

The Hornbaek coal industry watchdog group has expressed opposition to Watt’s plan in the Final Environmental Impact Statement, written by the Department of the Interior, to determine the impact the proposed regulations changes will have on the environment. ISP claims that the proposed regulations changes “basically” ignore controls set up in the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, and are in violation of federal, state and local regulations. They also claim the adequacy of the EIS in determining the changes should go into effect when the changes go into effect.

Thompson plan boosts travel budget

Bob Springer
Associated Press Writer

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. – Illinois’ strip mine examiner, tax expense, Gov. James R. Thompson, is pushing for a boost in the overall proposed state spending. He even glossed the amount down when he proposed a 41 percent boost for travel, to $120,000, for his own office down the road. Overall, he proposed a 41 percent boost, to a traveler’s budget, of $120,000, for his own office in the House of Representatives.

The Republican governor’s numbers for travel were backed up by $91,000, for his own office, in travel outlays expected through June 30.
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Citizens to voice views on ICC plan
By Charles Victor
Staff Writer
About 20 students, primarily Iranian and a Mexican, picketed for two hours. Taking advantage of the warm weather, the students held huge placards and distributed pamphlets condemning alleged persecution of national and religious minorities by the Khomeini regime. Some of the placards also called for "solidarity between the American and Iranian people," and an end to U.S. military aid to El Salvador.
"I support human rights and am ready to condemn any unjust regime," said Manuel Castillo, a pre-med student from Mexico. "That is why I am willing to join these Iranians in their demonstration against Khomeini." According to Amir Emami, spokesman for the group, three different Iranian organizations and many individuals involved in the picket. Most of the individuals and all three groups did not want to be identified and preferred to be called progressive students of Illinois. A statement distributed by the picketers named the groups as the Illinois Student Association Supporters of (I.P.F.G. in Carbondale, the Iranian Student Association Supporters of (I.P.F.G. in Chicago, and the Iranian Student Association Supporters of (I.P.F.G.) in Carbondale. The two groups are splinter groups of "Fedayeen," a group of freedom fighters in Iran where there are only two groups of Khomeini's agents on campus," Emami said. "Our students are not afraid for their own lives because here they are free, but their families back in Iran and brothers and sisters in other countries will suffer persecution if they are identified as these agents," he said. Emami also said that the picket was being held to counter propaganda that he said Khomeini agents on campus are reasonable. "They are holding film shows and passing other propaganda to show that everything is alright in Iran," he said. "They want to convince the American people that Khomeini's regime is actually only an anti-imperialist regime and that the Iran-Iraq war is a good war. "But things are not right in Iran," Emami said. "Amnesty International figures show that more than 20,000 people have been killed in the war. Iran took over and more than 40,000 are still in prison." In the Iran-Iraq war, he said, "Iran is using a tool for two revolutionary movements to tackle the fascists of these people so they can stay in power," he said.
Not all the Iranian groups on campus took part in the picket. "We differ in ideology and methodology to the point that we are not one group," but "we support their goal of ending the Khomeini regime," he said.
The picket inadvertently marks the first anniversary of a series of demonstrations and a stop at the Student Center. Those incidents followed the killings in Iran of the late commander-in-chief of the Iranian resistance, Mohammad Ali Reza. Imam, and Abrahm Rahbi, wife of Massoud Rajavi, the chairman of the National Council of Resistance. Among people involved in the international travel groups and brothers of Rahbi who were students then at SIU.
Citizens view to voice IC plan
By Terry Levecke
Staff Writer
Citizens' views on a proposal to elect members of the Illinois Commerce Commission were solicited at a hearing Thursday in Carbondale.
The Commerce Commission for Economic Development was to conduct the hearing at 9:30 a.m. Monday in the Carbondale City Council Chambers at 607 E. Court Street.
The bill to elect ICC members, who are now appointed by the governor, is a bill introduced by Rep. Wirth Dalzelle, D-117th District, last month.
At the time the bill was introduced, Rea said he thought the decision of who would serve was "too sensitive to the public's needs." In 11 states that have elected commissions, utility bills subsequently increased as much as in Illinois, Rea said.
"The hearing is the fourth of five being conducted around the state to determine public opinion on the issue," Rea said. Findings will be turned over to the General Assembly for legislatures to make a decision on the issue.
"Concern on the issue, he has been expressed in the General Assembly," Rea said. "The hearings are underway on the issue and want to hear the people's opinions." Utilities, business, labor groups, organizations, and the ICC were invited to the hearing.
The committee had previously released the report from the state Commission for Economic Development.
The Southern Counties Action Movement, a utilities watchdog group, is organizing a drive to support an elected commission.
"The group is concerned about the rising utility bills to attend the hearing. SCAM also arranged for mayors and ministers to testify at the hearing.
According to Mary Dalzelle, the chairwoman of the committee, and Gustafson, representing senior utilities and the SCAM, the hearing will be a chance to allow people to get in the University's policy that the state Commission for Economic Development was to conduct the hearing at 9:30 a.m. Monday in the Carbondale City Council Chambers at 607 E. Court Street.
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Letters

Why certified letter for basketball note?

Amidst all the furor of funding shortages, budget cutbacks and staff furloughs, I received a certified letter from SIUC. What was this momentous news which caused SIUC to spend an expensive channel? It was from the administration notifying me that my intramural basketball team had been disqualified from the playoffs. Obviously, this was devastating news to me. But somehow I managed to stave off emotional impulses and decide that life was still worth living.

Nevertheless, I was amazed that the University would spend such money to send me news about a basketball team. This seems to be standard practice, too, so who knows how much money is being spent on disseminating such earth-shattering information.

Personal sports permits for the three teams that were still asking whether a payless furlough is the only option the University has to survive a possible budget shortfall. That is not to say they don't grasp the consideration by the administration. Chairperson, has said, "every group, including the administration, is going to have to give up something."

When asked for input on the situation, the administration offered several worthwhile ideas that deserve to be given consideration by the administration.

First, employees argue that a furlough may not be necessary at all. After all, the administration was able to hang on to Michael Dengerson by topping his salary and offering him a new title. So if the administration comes up with a convincing argument, employees will accept a layoff as absolutely necessary and as a last resort.

Second, employees ask that any plan to keep the University solvent should be open to the public. The fact that the University is close to death in housing, and medicine. His transplant is financially, Harold McFarlin has almost no money. He exists on a state disability program which provides him with enough money for food, housing, and medicine.

His financial resources have been exhausted over the last three years by the expenses of medical and hospital treatment. Since the SIU-C employee is not covered by medical insurance, the hospital has prosecuted the McFarlin family for help him financially. Harold needs the help of everyone in this community. Harold McFarlin has served the SIU-C community for 13 years.

These are bad financial times for everyone. We know that this is an awful year to request donations. But, our conditions can change in the future. Harold's condition will change — he will either get a heart transplant or die. Please help him — send your donations to The Harold McFarlin Heart Fund, University Bank, P.O. Box 2684, Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

Don't call him 'Sir'

Many of your readers must have by now watched the film "Gandhi." A passion of ours, also, is some of the great Indian poet had his poetry reflected in small things. The reflection of SIUC is becoming more obvious as the days go by. May God help anyone who is suffering. The administration can't — Philip C. Burda, Jr., Doctoral Student, Psychology.

"I Ibish"

The University's cancellation of its annual awards ceremony is close to death for a heart transplant surgery. Recently, after applying for such treatment, he has been accepted to The Indiana Heart Transplant Center. The cost of the evaluation and surgery procedure for the heart transplant is $89,000.

HAROLD McFarlin has almost no money. He exists on a state disability program which provides him with enough money for food, housing, and medicine. His financial resources have been exhausted over the last three years by the expenses of medical and hospital treatment. Since the SIU-C employee is not covered by medical insurance, the hospital has prosecuted the McFarlin family for help him financially. Harold needs the help of everyone in this community. Harold McFarlin has served the SIU-C community for 13 years.

These are bad financial times for everyone. We know that this is an awful year to request donations. But, our conditions can change in the future. Harold's condition will change — he will either get a heart transplant or die. Please help him — send your donations to The Harold McFarlin Heart Fund, University Bank, P.O. Box 2684, Carbondale, Illinois 62901 — History Faculty and Staff.

Funds would save a life

Our colleague, Harold McFarlin of the History Department, is close to death after suffering a fatal heart attack in 1981 and 1983. His heart is failing and he has about a year to live. Yet, his physician, a heart specialist, does not say he is a "standing candidate" for heart transplant surgery. Recently, after applying for such treatment, he has been accepted to The Indiana Heart Transplant Center. The cost of the evaluation and surgery procedure for the heart transplant is $89,000.

HAROLD McFarlin has almost no money. He exists on a state disability program which provides him with enough money for food, housing, and medicine. His financial resources have been exhausted over the last three years by the expenses of medical and hospital treatment. Since the SIU-C employee is not covered by medical insurance, the hospital has prosecuted the McFarlin family for help him financially. Harold needs the help of everyone in this community. Harold McFarlin has served the SIU-C community for 13 years.

These are bad financial times for everyone. We know that this is an awful year to request donations. But, our conditions can change in the future. Harold's condition will change — he will either get a heart transplant or die. Please help him — send your donations to The Harold McFarlin Heart Fund, University Bank, P.O. Box 2684, Carbondale, Illinois 62901 — History Faculty and Staff.

She used to drive drunk

"Oh yea, it changed me. I mean, you don't come that close to losing your life and not have it change you. I remember pretty much all of it. I was at a house party in Springfield and we were all drinking things of... do I remember what you call them? It's a mixture of a couple different kinds of plunk. I was dancing these things and I was getting pretty wasted... so I decided to go home. I wasn't really all that far away. I got pulled over for driving drunk... I remember I had to put my hand over one eye to see straight. But I wasn't anything major. I managed to drive one time or another and never thought I'd get an accident.

"I don't recall what made me lose control of my car. I was real close in town, and maybe I nodded off for a split second... all of a sudden I was headed for these woods. I ran off the road, and never got a chance to straighten out. I hit my face on the steering wheel. I the wheel kind of just flew out of the dash board and kicked me in the chest — it was just like that too — just like being kind of hurt again."

"AFTER THAT POINT I don't remember anything. It was like I opened my eyes — and there I was — and I asked the cops — 'What happened?' I asked them. They told me that I had time to get over a year wouldn't save the University. It had to accept that. I think I should leave, and ask that any plan to keep the University open is going to have to give up something. If layoffs are ordered, they should affect all employees."

"We'll accept anything."

"Irib. the person, has said, "every group, including the administration, is going to have to give up something."

When asked for input on the situation, the administration offered several worthwhile ideas that deserve to be given consideration by the administration.

First, employees argue that a furlough may not be necessary at all. After all, the administration was able to hang on to Michael Dengerson by topping his salary and offering him a new title. So if the administration comes up with a convincing argument, employees will accept a layoff as absolutely necessary and as a last resort.

Second, employees ask that any plan to keep the University solvent should be open to the public. The fact that the University is close to death in housing, and medicine. His transplant is financially, Harold McFarlin has almost no money. He exists on a state disability program which provides him with enough money for food, housing, and medicine.

His financial resources have been exhausted over the last three years by the expenses of medical and hospital treatment. Since the SIU-C employee is not covered by medical insurance, the hospital has prosecuted the McFarlin family for help him financially. Harold needs the help of everyone in this community. Harold McFarlin has served the SIU-C community for 13 years.

These are bad financial times for everyone. We know that this is an awful year to request donations. But, our conditions can change in the future. Harold's condition will change — he will either get a heart transplant or die. Please help him — send your donations to The Harold McFarlin Heart Fund, University Bank, P.O. Box 2684, Carbondale, Illinois 62901 — History Faculty and Staff.
City is a ‘significant’ center for illegal drugs, director says

By Leslie O'Connor

Student Writer

Director of Southern Illinois Enforcement Group Dennis Bowman said Wednesday that Carbondale is a significant center of illegal drug trafficking in Illinois.

Bowman, in a speech to journalism students, attributed the high traffic in this area to the diverse population of Carbondale that is influenced by the presence of SIU-C.

However, no distinction is made by SIEG between drug users and dealers in Carbondale. Eight agencies participate in SIEG, and the unit has jurisdiction in Jackson, Williamson, and Perry counties.

Bowman assumed the SIEG director position in January. He had previously worked with the Marion office of the Department of Criminal Investigation.

Bowman said SIEG was established in 1974 to deal exclusively with the enforcement of state and federal laws concerning illegal drugs. Eight agencies participate in SIEG, and the unit has jurisdiction in Jackson, Williamson, and Perry counties.

Bowman assumed the SIEG director position in January. He had previously worked with the Marion office of the Department of Criminal Investigation. Bowman received a master's degree in administration of justice from SIU-C in 1979. SIEG's efforts are directed toward controlled substances. Bowman said SIEG, in 1982, the unit spent 35 percent of its funds on the enforcement of marijuana laws. Cocaine violations constituted 45 percent of SIEG's funds, and 35 percent spent on LSD arrests.

Bowman said the presence of the Enforcement Group Dennis Bowman said, encourages a high correlation between drug dealers and drug use in Carbondale, because drug dealers often need more money to maintain their illegal operations.

The growing of marijuana particularly in this area because of its rural nature Bowman said SIEG emphasized the arrest of all people involved with the growing process of marijuana.

BRIEFS POLICY - The deadline for Campus Briefs is two days before the issue. The briefs must be typewritten, and must include dates, times, place, names, and telephone number of the person submitting the item. Briefs may be faxed to 332-3011 or mailed to the Daily Egyptian attn. Campus Briefs, Communications Building, Room 202. A brief will be published once and only as space allows.

COLLEGE STUDENTS from all academic disciplines are encouraged to apply for the 1983 Secretary of State Summer Internship Program in Springfield. Qualified students will have the opportunity to learn about Illinois state government. Those applying for the internship must be Illinois residents and have completed 60-90 hours of college credit. Applications are available for the program from Pat Brunley, Career Planning and Placement, Woody Hall, B-204.

NEW AND continuing reentry students are invited to a potluck dinner to get acquainted with each other and the staff of Women's Services. The dinner will be held from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday in Group Room B on the second floor of Woody Hall B.W.C. Coffee and table services provided Persons desiring more information may contact Mary Pishlay at Women's Services, 453-3656.

DR. RUBERT N. Evan's, professor emeritus of vocational and technical education, University of Illinois, will lead a discussion on "The Future of Vocational Education With Emphasis on Working Philosophy" from 1 to 5 p.m. Tuesday in Ballroom C of the Student Center. The discussion is sponsored by the Student Union. The discussion is open to the public.

THE LEHIUH Exploration Service will have a table in the Student Center from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday to offer information about recreational opportunities. Persons may enter a contest to win free camping and getting a free short course in camping.

THE CIVIL Service Bargaining Organization will hold a membership meeting at noon Tuesday in Ballroom B of the Student Center.

NUTRITION HEADQUARTERS

The most complete stock of natural foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

100 West Jackson St.

(Between Normal and the railroad)

HOURS: 9:00 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 12 to 5 Phone 549-7445

SOFT FROZEN YOGURT

in a cup or cone

All the fun of ice cream—without the high sugars, low in fat. Natural fruit flavors. Famous Dennie quality.

Coupon and 19¢ entree barer to a reg. cup or cone of DANNY-YO

Coupon good thru 2/15/83

MONDAY

MONDAY IS... gang of 4 night

Four Bush Drafts $1

CUTICLES

- Tires Repair
- Oil Change & Lube
- Electronic Tune-ups
- Complete Brake Work
- 24-hr. towing

SALUKI TEXACO

529-4234

Or Call 453-3526

Campus Shopping Center Carbondale

595-3999

FREE PIZZAS

If your business requires the highest in quality, service, and efficiency, then you may want to consider the system of systems approach. This approach can help you achieve these goals by providing a comprehensive view of the system's operations. The system of systems approach involves systematically analyzing the requirements of the system, identifying the key components, and determining the interactions and dependencies between them. This approach requires a thorough understanding of the domain and a rigorous analysis of the system's design. It is a process of organizing, analyzing, and evaluating the system in order to achieve the desired level of quality, efficiency, and effectiveness. By following the system of systems approach, you can ensure that your business operates at its highest level, providing excellent service to your customers.
By Abigail Kimmel
Staff Writer

The opera “Carmen” has all the elements of a classic romantic tragedy – a dashing soldier, an innocent country maiden, a treacherous and beautiful gypsy temptress.

With its familiar melodies and exotic locale, the French opera, first performed in 1875 and considered a failure then, is one of the world’s most famous tales of love, hate, passion and revenge.

In the McLeod Theater production Friday afternoon, however, the music, much more than the plot, was the most passionate, radiant and interesting aspect of the opera.

Vocally, the production was quite strong and colorful. In the street and tavern scenes, the chorus’ performance was vibrant and thrilling, adding much to the mood and tension of the story. Two voices of the soloists were strong, also, though it was easier to lose what they were singing than that of the chorus.

However, it was with the lead performances that the opera benefited. The actors were a mixed lot – rather mismatched stars. Wendel, a strong, vibrant and ebullient lead, paired with a Don Jose who was more a lack of focus than the character’s love interest.

Director Michael Blum cast actor Michael Blum as one of the Don Jones. Somehow, it wasn’t wise decision. Perhaps he had other things on his mind.

Jazz band to give concert

The SIU-C Jazz will present their spring concert at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Shryock Auditorium.

The group will present a wide range of jazz styles ranging from traditional to progressive fusion by many composers, including Charlie Parker, Roy Hay Connick, Dizzy Gillespie and Antonio Carlos Jobin.

Also appearing will be the SIU Jazz Combo performing a selection of tunes from several jazz eras.

Admission to the performance is free and the public is invited to attend.

One-woman play to be staged

Southern Illinois University Press Internship for 1983/84

Applications are now being considered for four nonstipend, two-consecutive-semester internships available to students interested in book publishing. A total of nine hours credit is awarded (fall semester, six hours; spring semester, three hours).

Eligibility requirements: Full-time enrollment at SIU; interest in book publishing; intelligence; imagination; ease with and knowledge of the written word, including rules of prescriptive grammar; willingness to work hard; and accurate typographical ability.

Application procedure: Graduate students, contact Professor Jane H. Rudnick, Department of English; undergraduate students, contact Professor R.K. Collins, Department of English. Essay and personal interview required. Deadline: 15 April 1983.

Arena Promotions Presents...

Brought to you by Miller High Life Beer

IN THE INTEREST OF SAFETY, a new line card procedure will be used for R.E.D.

1. On Tuesday, March 8th, a line reservation card will be distributed at the South Concourse Service Office from 10 AM to 4 PM.

2. Cards will be distributed randomly by drawing from a container of all cards mixed together.

3. Only one card per person; you must bring an ID with Social Security number to receive a card.

PLEASE NOTE: Being first in line for a card will not guarantee being first in line for tickets.
Petty performance packed pop punch

By Jeff Wilkinson
Staff Writer

Style is a hard thing to define in rock 'n' roll. It can be described as professional savvy — an amused confidence that sometimes borders on outright contempt and the personal freedom to push himself to the limit at just another small town stop.

Petty and the Heartbreakers arrived an hour and a half before their scheduled start time and had left SIU-C far behind an hour and a half after the last power chord had echoed through the arena. In between he took Carbondale to heart and delivered a tight, energetic performance equal to his reputation.

Nick Lowe and Paul Carrack started the show off Friday night at precisely 8 p.m., a left many people still looking for a seat halfway through the disappointingly brief ten song set.

It is probably more relevant to talk about what Lowe didn't play than what he did. His set was, clearly void of such Lowe hits as "Switchbox Susan.

"How Long."

Carrack and Lowe ended the show with "I Need You." Carrack's most recent hit and "I Knew the Bride": then split without an encore, leaving the audience anxious for Petty.

Introduced as being from the United States of America, Petty and the Heartbreakers opened their set with "One Story Town" from their "Straight Out of Darkness" album. The song is an ode to every teenager's urge to break out of his mundane, hometown existence — and the crowd from this one story town immediately came to life. Petty plays the crowd better than his guitar and several times he had to wait for the over-enthusiastic audience to quiet down before continuing with the show.

During "Got A Thing About You," Petty broke out of his usual brooding persona by dancing a spontaneous, amusing little jig on the front runway of the stage. He displayed a quirky, wry pop brand of showmanship as he prowled the stage with a sliding, strutting gate, stopping everyone in a while to look over his shoulder with a conspiring grin while the crowd whooped it up.

A delightful surprise was when Petty said he would like to play something just a little old and broke into a rocked-up version of "The McGee's" "Hang On Sloopy" straight out of the '60s.

The audience was a pop rocker's dream and Petty delivered crowd-pleasing, straight-off-the-album versions of "Too Little Love," "I Need to Know," and "Don't Do Me Like That," before breaking into a soaring rendition of "Change of Heart" that brought guitarist Mike Campbell's excellent R&B riffs to the forefront.

The group ended the set with their classic "Breakdown." The amazingly accurate reproduction of the studio version slid into a cover of Ray Charles' "Hit the Road Jack" providing a definitive statement on Petty's R&B roots. The statement continued into the encore as Petty did a miming cover of Chuck Berry's classic "Route 66." The crowd called him back two more times and he delivered some electric rock and roll with 1960's radio staples "Refugee" and climaxing with, "American Girl," possibly their hardest rocker.

Tom Petty said he was going to "drive into the heartland, turn it up to ten and let that sucker blast!" and he did exactly that. His show fulfilled all of the hard promises and left the appreciative audience satisfied and happy.

He left the Arena rushed and visibly worn out, but — I'm sure — not too worn out to give the next one story town a show worth every bit the price of admission.

Hypnotizing, magnetizing, mesmerizing, Tom DeLuca.

Monday March 7th, 8:30 8pm

Ballroom D Tickets at the Door
$2.50 Students  $3.50 Public
Sponsored By SPC Expressive Arts
Members of "Spirit," an inter-house group, kicked off Theta Xi with "Get Together."

36th Theta Xi show a success
By Phillip Milano
Student Writer

The semi-professionals and soloists provided the quality at the 36th annual Theta Xi Variety Show Saturday night. Thrusts to be expected while lacking in finesse, supplied the pure fun.

The remainder of the audience to the large groups indicated that despite containing missed cues and straining voices, the acts were clearly being enjoyed.

While the soloists served to lend some organization to the show by quitting the audience, the large groups continually brought the house down with various stage gimmicks.

The audience in these instances seemed to be applauding the fortitude of the performers, plauding the fortitude of the student, has played guitar for several years.

In these instances seemed to be applauding the fortitude of the performer, plauding the fortitude of the “Sonatini” by Henri Duilleux and “Sonata in A Major” by J.S. Bach. The Bach Sonata was originally an unfinished work, but has been reconstructed and completed by Samuel Baron.

The performance is free and the public is invited to attend.

Free French Braid with hair shaping.
This week only at Hairbrains. Call or Stop by. 217 S. Illinois Ave.

549-7712

Free French Braid with hair shaping.
This week only at Hairbrains. Call or Stop by. 217 S. Illinois Ave.

549-7712

Free French Braid with hair shaping.
This week only at Hairbrains. Call or Stop by. 217 S. Illinois Ave.

549-7712
‘Grief Group’ to help people cope with death of loved ones

By Shelia Washington
Staff Writer

When most people lose a close friend or relative, they find it hard to deal with the feelings they have and often become sad, depressed and angry.

The Counseling Center is aware of these emotions and is starting a therapy workshop titled “Grief Group” to help people cope with such problems.

Frank Sturniolo, counseling intern at the Counseling Center said people pass through stages titled sad, depressed and angry. ‘The Grief Group’ to help people cope with death of loved ones will be offered in a while, but until the Counseling Center feel there is a need for this type of program in the University community.

Membership in the group, which is expected to have its first meeting next week, is limited to eight. But if more are interested, Sturniolo said, the Counseling Center is eager to facilitate the group.

Although membership is limited, Sturniolo said, the Counseling Center is eager to avoid death, and we expect people to get over it very quickly,” he said.

Programs of this nature have been offered in the Psychology Department for a while, but until the Counseling Center feels there is a need for this type of program in the University community.

Members will be screened for the group. Those interested in joining the group, which will meet two hours a week until the end of the semester, should expect “relatively emotional sessions that may focus on anger, sadness, joy and other emotions tied with their involvement with the deceased,” he said.

George Shute, doctoral candidate in clinical psychology, and Sturniolo will facilitate the group.

Although membership is limited, Sturniolo said, the Counseling Center is eager to hear from anyone interested.

Interested persons may inquire at the Counseling Center in Woody Hall or call Frank Sturniolo at 453-3371.

ACROSS

1. Grief Group to help people cope with death of loved ones

2. A diet that will help you lose weight

3. A way to eat less

4. A modèle of a bird

5. A medical procedure

6. A plant

7. A number

8. A food

9. A type of bird

10. A type of fish

11. A person

12. A type of bird

13. A type of bird

14. A type of bird

15. A type of bird

16. A type of bird

17. A type of bird

18. A type of bird

19. A type of bird

20. A type of bird

21. A type of bird

22. A type of bird

23. A type of bird

24. A type of bird

25. A type of bird

26. A type of bird

27. A type of bird

28. A type of bird

29. A type of bird

30. A type of bird

31. A type of bird

32. A type of bird

33. A type of bird

34. A type of bird

35. A type of bird

36. A type of bird

37. A type of bird

38. A type of bird

39. A type of bird

40. A type of bird

41. A type of bird

42. A type of bird

43. A type of bird

44. A type of bird

45. A type of bird

46. A type of bird

47. A type of bird

48. A type of bird

49. A type of bird

50. A type of bird

51. A type of bird

52. A type of bird

53. A type of bird

54. A type of bird

55. A type of bird

56. A type of bird

57. A type of bird

58. A type of bird

59. A type of bird

60. A type of bird

61. A type of bird

62. A type of bird

63. A type of bird

64. A type of bird

65. A type of bird

66. A type of bird

67. A type of bird

68. A type of bird

69. A type of bird

70. A type of bird

71. A type of bird

72. A type of bird

73. A type of bird

74. A type of bird

75. A type of bird

76. A type of bird

77. A type of bird

78. A type of bird

79. A type of bird

80. A type of bird

81. A type of bird

82. A type of bird

83. A type of bird

84. A type of bird

85. A type of bird

86. A type of bird

87. A type of bird

88. A type of bird

89. A type of bird

90. A type of bird

91. A type of bird

92. A type of bird

93. A type of bird

94. A type of bird

95. A type of bird

96. A type of bird

97. A type of bird

98. A type of bird

99. A type of bird

100. A type of bird

The puzzle is not fully visible in the provided text.
Harry T. Moore Lecture set

Women's Caucus to meet; ‘Women Come of Age’ is topic

The Women's Caucus will present a dialogue entitled “Women Come of Age,” at noon Wednesday in the Thieles Room at the Student Center.

Betsy Fladeland, professor of history, and Pat Benziger, counselor in private practice, will present the programs as the Women's Caucus' contribution to the local celebration of National Women's History Week, March 6 to 12.

The presentation of “Women Come of Age” will be at the regular monthly meeting. All SIU-C women employees and students are invited to attend. Members and guests wishing to eat during the discussion may bring a sack lunch.

The lecture is free.

Harry T. Moore Lecture set

Professor Edwin H. Cady, of the Department of English at Duke University in Durham, N.C., will deliver this year's Harry T. Moore Memorial Lecture at 8 p.m. Monday in Morris Library Auditorium.

Cady’s lecture is titled “Literature, Society and Culture.” Cady is editor of the American Literature Magazine. The public is invited to attend.

The lecture is free.

Moore, a former English research professor at SIU-C, died in April 1981. He was recognized as a teacher, writer and storyteller.

-Personality Profile-

Rec Center coordinator Dunn sees funding as a challenge

By Duane Schombert

Staff Writer

As Recreation Center coordinator, Mike Dunn, looks at the problem in his position as being a challenge.

Dunn said the greatest challenge concerning him deals with obtaining additional funding for the Rec Center.

"The idea that for another year we’re going to have the same base budget we’ve had for the past couple of years with very few changes is a challenge," he said.

Because SIU-C is a state university, Dunn said it is common to cut back on programs and withhold new programs because of lack of funds.

"We’re just like any other department here at Southern, longing for additional funds," he said.

If several thousand dollars could be added to the Rec Center budget, Dunn said $25,000 worth of equipment. Dunn said he would like to see more equipment added to Rec Center.

According to Dunn, BasieCamp currently has $30,000 worth of equipment. Dunn said he would like to see an addition built onto the Rec Center which could cost over $4 million.

The Rec Center was designed to include about another 90,000 square feet with another gymnasium, another eight handball racquetball courts, and several multipurpose rooms. Dunn explained that the building space is needed because on any given day, it is not possible to get space in different parts of the building without having to wait in line.

HE ALSO SAID the building was designed during a time when energy wasn’t a major concern. Therefore, about $400,000 is spent annually on utilities.

"If the building had been designed in 1977 or 1978, it would have been built into the side of a hill with solar heating and our utility bills would be about $100,000," he said.

With about 3,000 people using the Rec Center daily, there are day-to-day challenges which are kept at a minimum because of an efficient staff, Dunn said.

"If we select good staff people, train them properly, delegate responsibility and authority, and evaluate our existing $1.5 million staff, we’re going to have a staff that can keep it all going," Dunn said.

Four assistant coordinatorships have been eliminated to cut costs. Dunn said he may be forced to close the center during the spring because of lack of funds.

According to Dunn, he has told his staff it is natural for a mistake to occur. "It's not to sweep the mistake under the carpet. I tell them to admit the problem and to figure out a solution so it doesn't occur again," Dunn said.

Dunn said he has also told his staff it is important to make Rec Center participants feel they are being served, even if the problem is not resolved.

"It is not to sit back and say, 'here's a standard I anticipate everyone obtaining,' and then hope everyone obtains that standard. You must encourage people to meet and to go beyond that standard," Dunn said.

Dunn said he believes there are minimal accepted standards for a staff and they should be allowed to do things independently to benefit themselves as well as the Rec Center.

"Our entire work program is set up like that," Dunn explained. "Our student workers know from the day they are hired they can exceed beyond minimal accepted standards and then benefit from that."

Angela Bailey, information center supervisor, said.

See DUNN, Page 11

1983-84 FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION

Mail your FFS form BEFORE April 1, 1983 to assure priority processing.

The 1983-84 ACT/Family Financial Statement (ACT/FFS) forms are now available at the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance. (Woody Hall, B Wing, Third Floor)

It’s true...reading the instructions will take an extra 15 minutes but, having to make corrections will take an extra 6 weeks and will delay the processing of your financial aid. COMPLETE THE FORM CORRECTLY THE FIRST TIME.

In order to use the 1983-84 ACT/FFS form, you MUST include SIUC's school code 1144 and the ACT processing fee. The FFS form will allow you to apply for:

1. Pell Grant
   Answer "yes" for questions 74 and 75B.

2. Illinois State Scholarship Commission Monetary Award (ISSC)
   Answer "yes" to questions 74, 75A, and 75B.

3. Campus-Based Aid (National Direct Student Loan-NDSL, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant-SEOG, Student to Student Grant-SST) and Student Work Program
   Answer "yes" to questions 74 and 75B.

Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance
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"Student workers play an important role in the Rec Center. We couldn't do the job all on our own," Dunn said.

"Since Mike is thoughtful and concerned about the people he works with, he gives people the incentive to put in a little extra in order to make the Rec Center run smoothly," she said.

DUNN SEES THE Rec Center as a "micro-society" since it provides social learning for students.

Each student who applies for a position at the Rec Center is required to submit a cover letter and a resume and a letter of recommendation, as well as the standard application form.

"Even those students who don't get a job still benefit because they have had to put an application together. This becomes a positive experience for each student because, for many of them, this is the first time they have ever had to apply for a position," Dunn said.

After the staff is selected for each semester, Dunn said he is willing to go over the interview process with a student to let the student know what exactly took place in the interview and why he or she did or did not get the position.

Dunn said he does not expect anything from students that will not be required of them in the future.

Sparks man's art exhibition slated

Commercial artist Roseanne Misselhorn of Sparta has a one-man art show on exhibit in the F =======

"Sketches of Southern Illinois," an exhibition of 29 pencil sketches, pen-and-ink drawings, and a letter of recommendation. Misselhorn has illustrated several calendars.

Among the illustrations to be featured in his SIU-C exhibition are drawings of the Appellate Court Building in Mount Vernon, Cairo's Magnolia Manor, the Old Slave House in Equality, and SIU-C's Altgeld Hall, as well as several river scenes and Southern Illinois natural landmarks.

The exhibition is supported by grants from the Illinois Arts Council, Southern Illinois University Foundation, and the Illinois Arts Council.

The Jackson County Unit of the American Cancer Society will hold its annual financial crusade kickoff dinner and meeting Thursday in the Old Main Room in the Student Center.

Dinner will begin at 6 p.m. The program will include remarks by Dan Brawley, crusade co-chairman for the sixth district ACS in Southern Illinois, a film and unit reports. John Cullum, Jackson County unit income development chairman, said the unit's 1983 crusade goal is $46,500. April will be cancer society crusade month. Volunteers will contact businesses, industries, civic groups, the SIU-C campus and professional leaders for donations to the ACS.

REFERENCE BOOK SALE

Starting as low as $10!

Now is the time to stock your Reference Library New Titles Added Daily

"GET 'EM WHILE THEY LAST"

710 S. Illinois

549-7304

710
Real Estate
CARVERVILLE DUPLEX 25 per month; 1 1 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished, with maintenance shelter lot $150.00. CALL 549-4322.

Insurance
LOW RATE Home Insurance
AYALA INSURANCE 414-1423

Mobile Homes
1963 LINDA Mobile Home- Good condition. 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Includes stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer. $4,450.00. CALL 357-5555.

Stereo & TV
HANNON JVC MNTN. .....

Mobile Homes
Factory Authorized Dealer
Yamaha Nakamichi Technics Alpine Pioneer Mobile Karmam Kardon JVC

Mobile Homes
1968 LINDA Mobile Home- Good condition. 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Includes stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer. $4,450.00. CALL 357-5555.

Mobile Homes
Factory Authorized Dealer
Yamaha Nakamichi Technics Alpine Pioneer Mobile Karmam Kardon JVC

Mobile Homes
48 hour guaranteed service on all merchandise we sell. Professional car stereo installers.

Mobile Homes
Factory Authorized Dealer
Yamaha Nakamichi Technics Alpine Pioneer Mobile Karmam Kardon JVC

Mobile Homes
48 hour guaranteed service on all merchandise we sell. Professional car stereo installers.
Women end Page H, Wisconsin; Michigan returned 19th Saturday and against a loss to season had Inning first half. ...Region. Baseball regional qualification. remaining six men. and Pie Walker and Ken Byrd added 12. South and Walker could be Saluki main-

Veterans to return. Benny is a guy who makes mistakes but at the same time he knows how things happen too.” Byrd had 11 rebounds to go with his 15 points. Demus Grooms injured his back and may or may not be ready to play at Illinois State Tuesday.

Baseball Salukis split again

By Dan Devine
Associate Sports Editor

Gary Bockhorn struck out eleven men in seven innings and even better, hit three batters either scored or drove in a run, as SIU salvaged a doubleheader split at South Alabama Sunday. The Salukis won 12-1, after losing the opener 13-5.

Bockhorn was a surprise starter. Dick Woods had been expected to come back again but dispatched the Jaguars with easy, aggressive strikeouts in the first two innings of the seven inning contest. The first game had been a regulation nine inning affair.

Four free relay team placed second, as it broke by one second a hundredth of a second the three-minute mark. The 400 relay team placed second and the 800 free relay, third.

SIU’s lead was threatened by South Carolina, who was to bat with the Salukis after the seventh and eighth innings. South Carolina however, began to fade, as Miami pushed itself back up to second by the 12th.

Benny is a guy who makes mistakes but at the same time he knows how, and when to play his game. That Salukis, who added two runs in the fourth and third in the fifth.

He was nicked by a twelve hit attack that staked him to a comfortable lead early. SIU scored six in the first inning and another run in the third, and Bockhorn kept the Jaguars off the board except for a few minor scattered threats.

Steve Boyd and Mike Gellinger both had three hits apiece for the Salukis and shutstop Rich Cook hit the third run homer to cap the first inning.

Cook’s homer greeted the second of six Jaguar pitchers, only the last two were able to quiet the Salukis, who added two runs in the fourth and three in the fifth.

Salukis from Page 16

to SIU’s 41 percent, outrebounded its guests 49 to 39, and had 22 assists. In short, no contest.

Women Smith led the Salukis with 10 points and six assists. And Pie Walker and Ken Byrd added 12. South and Walker could be Saluki main-

SALUKIS from Page 16

Stays next season as they will be the only two experienced veterans to return. “We’re trying to get Benny and Pie a lot of minutes, especially in this game,” said Van Winkle. “I think Benny and Pie would be good players on this (Wichita State) team.”

Carbondale’s Original Deli
Free Lunch Deliveries

11-1-30
549-3366

• Subs • Salads •
• Cheesecakes Quiche •

LUNCH SPECIAL

$1.00 off any 10” pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 5/17/83

Feast. Free Delivery
East Gate Plaza
Ph. 457-6768
Open 11 am - 2am

Delivery over one mile $2.00 Extra.

C-808 Dixie Pizza, Inc.

LUNCH SPECIAL

Hot Dogs 35c
(Vienna All Beef)
10-2 pm
OPEN 10-10 AM
Gymnastics end at home with win
By JoAnne Marchewski
Sports Editor
The men's gymnastics team closed their season and their careers by making the way to the national championships a little less cluttered with obstacles.

The gymnasts scored 277 on their way to topping Northern Illinois' 272.79. With the victory, they improved their position in the region and increased their home average, replacing a previous low of 276.

As usual, it was Brian Babcock leading the way. Babcock won the all-around with a 57.32. Often during the season, his meet performances have been highlighted by at least one record, and Sunday at the Arena was no different. In the pommel horse, the senior scored 9.9 for a new high.

Relay reaches qualifying time
By Ken Perkins
Noted 800
The SIU-C relay squad is going to the NCAA Track and Field Championships this weekend at the Silverdome in Pontiac, Mich.

Well, maybe.

On the heels of Barry Duncan, Javel Hogg, Tony Adams and Mike Franks, the Saluki quartet ran a nifty 3:18.33, well ahead of South Carolina and Georgia Tech to win their heat. It was good enough to qualify them for the NCAA events, but under new standards only the fastest 20 teams, regardless of conference, will make the trip.

So with "last chance meets" going on across the country over the weekend, Coach Tom Ekb erg will wait until the smoke clears to see where his Salukis stand.

Tennis team evens record
The lack of the p.r.o. tennis team increased this weekend, as did its record, when it finished a match in Richmond, Ken.

The Salukis defeated Middle Tennessee's 7-2 and West Virginia defeated previously unbeaten (20-0) Notre Dame 9-8.

Other individual event winners for the Salukis were Tom Slomski on rings, 8.85; Brendan Price, vault, 9.7; and John Levy, high bar, 9.75. For NIU, Tom Kennedy won parallel bars, 9.35. Kevin Faberg brought honors on floor exercise, 9.75.

Coach Bill Meade, who frequently speaks of his liking of the "close ones," wasn't disappointed after the first event. Barreling home, SIU-C held a slim lead, 46.86 to 46.36.

The Salukis then picked up a few points on pommel horse, scoring 45.70 to 51.1, 45.40 at the Huskies had closed the gap on rings and parallel bars, but SIU-C won vault and high bar to clinch the victory.

"I was pretty well pleased," said Meade. "There was a lot of pressure out there. Northern's a tough team, and not easy to beat. They were generous on pommel horse, though, to give us some breathing room.

The Huskies didn't make mistakes of their own. Parallel bars proved trouble as they often have during the season.

Despite good scores, the Salukis weren't without mistakes of their own. Horizontal bars proved trouble as they often have during the season.

The Salukis now rank either second or third in the region, winners of each of the four regions to go on to the NCAAs April 7-8 at Penn State, as do six at-large teams.

SIU-C gets its last chance to up its average on the road when it faces Penn State and Pitt in University Park, Penn., next week.
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Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocolatey, with a hint of mint, it's a delicious way to postpone the inevitable. And it's just one of six inspired flavors from General Foods International Coffees.
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Faber, Plab sparkle as Salukis advance to GCAC semifinals

By Brian Higgins
Staff Writer

At last, at last, 20 wins at last. Saluki Coach Cindy Scott freed herself from the wrath of the monkey which had been clinging to her back ever since it appeared that Win Plain was within reach. Saturday night her squad won its 30th contest of the season over the Bradley Braves in the first round of the Gateway Collegiate Athletic Association playoff tournament, 81-52 in Carbondale.

Sue Faber, honored before the game as the Salukis all-time leading scorer, and owner of several other records, showed her last home crowd exactly why no other player will be able to don the number 44. She terrorized the Braves' offense. Faber, whose number will be retired after the Salukis' season closes, had four blocked shots and nine steals in what was easily the most lopsided contest in Carbondale's opening round.

"She is just a complete player," Scott said, reflecting in the aftermath of the game which could well be the second 20-win season of her six-year coaching career here. "She doesn't remember her when she was a freshman. She was scoring 20 points and shooting a ton of shots. Then she had to adjust (after a knee injury). She's done super. Sue Faber has made it as a person, and that's the thing that really pleases me."

"Faber's evening was typified by a play in which she leaped over the line to save an errant pass and ultimately fed it from behind the basket to a waiting Kim Frick who converted the easy layup. While Faber was taking care of business on the defensive end, guard D.D. Plab was giving out free lessons in accuracy on the offensive end. Plab scored 18 points in 12 of a half which saw the Salukis jump out to a 17-0 lead over the bewildered Braves. More importantly, she controlled the tempo of the game almost single-handedly, a tempo which was a bit fast for Bradley's liking."

"I think D.D. played the best half I've ever seen her play," Scott said.

Char Warring led all scorers with 21 points as she continued to close in on Connie Price's team scoring lead. Price, in what was perhaps her finest effort since returning from a finger injury, garnered 14 points and pulled down 11 rebounds while protecting her own basket. Scoring lead with a seven for 11 performance from the floor. Rose Peoples rounded out the double-figure Saluki scoring with 11 points. Faber dished out eight assists while scoring three points.

Despite the offensive output, it was a stinging 1-3 defense which won the game for Saluki even before it was really under way. Bradley's shooters saw more open palms in their face than they did net, one reason the Braves sank only one of their first 14 shots.

"Our 1-3 defense was great," Scott said. "Sue Faber and Char Warring have extremely long arms, and when they've got them in your face you're not going to get the shots off."

For the Braves, center Roxanne Grabin led the seniors who closed out their careers, netting it points in the effort.

The Salukis will now advance to the tourney-finals on Wednesday, where they will face a Drake team that has twice defeated them this season. Drake, the second seed in the tournament, advanced easily with a 98-70 win over visiting Southwest Missouri State, which will host the final four in lieu of its top team, Western Illinois 76-66, and face Eastern Illinois, which pulled off the other upset, ending Wichita State's season with a 82-71 win.

Van Winkle would prefer to play the Redbirds than a team like Tulsa or New Mexico State. After the Salukis' double overtime win over West Texas State Thursday night at the Arena he said, "We'd prefer to play Drake or Illinois State. We've just played them well. They're rough and rugged and then they just by mind playing that way."

The Salukis have been able to stay with the Redbirds both times they played them this year. Wichita State was another matter.

In this game the Salukis trailed 84-69 to start and then 95-76 at the half. Wichita State led by as many as 26 in the second half, while 10.646 shot a career break the old Shockers scoring record of 49 points.

Wichita State shot 58 percent from the floor. See SALUKIS, Page 11

Cagers lose as Carr dominates

By Dan Devine
Associate Sports Editor

This one might have been for the NCA owners, one of whom will be making Wichita State's Antoine Carr a very rich man in the near future. As if they weren't already aware of his credentials as the finest power forward in the land.

Carr scored 47 points in the Shockers' 198-83 thrashing of SHC Saturday night at Wichita, convincingly ending the debate that Carr was only a very good player. Van Winkle called one of the best Valley careers since that of Larry Bird.

He scored on baseline jumpers, jump shots in the lane, slam dunks, power drives in the lane, soft outside jump shots, and even a three point shot. He was 21 of 36 from the floor.

It's not sure I can remember a Valley player who dominated so much," said Van Winkle on his postgame radio show. "He'll be a wealthy man as soon as the NHA draft comes out."

That's what Carr will be waiting for now. NCAA probation will end the season for the 223 Shockers, who may or may not have built this great team with help from the NCAA.

That inelegibility for post-season play enables the Salukis to slip into the Missouri Valley Conference tournament. SHC finishes the season at 11-10 and 3-13 in the league, good enough, or poor enough, to finish in tie for seventh with West Texas State and Indiana State.

To cap off the season of disappointments, the Shockers lost the coin flip and wound up with the eight place seed in the tournament. They will play at first seeded Illinois State Tuesday.

Men swimmers easily win NIC championship

By Jakub Marczekowski
Sports Editor

The men's swimming and diving team brought home the title of National Independents Championship this weekend after jumping to the lead after the first event that it never relinquished. SHC scored 757 to 600,932 points, 11-0 Florida State, 110 Cincinnati, 114 and Virginia Tech, 119.

Four individual titles were claimed by the Salukis, Senior co-captain Conrado Porta took double honors, winning the 500 freestyle in 4:21.93, and the 1,000 yard backstroke in 10:32.53.

Jared Armstrong won the 100 freestyle in 43.38, defending last year's defending champion Matt Gibble of Miami. Larry Wooley became the 100 breaststroke champion by sweeping 36.71."Five Salukis guaranteed themselves a trip to the nationals March 24-26 in Indianapolis. Reaching qualifying standards were Porta in the 100 backstroke, Wooley and Pablo Hernandez in the 100 and 200 breaststroke, Doug Rush in the 100 butterfly, Chris Show in the 100 breaststroke, and Brinkman in the 1,650 freestyle and the three relay events."

The Salukis' depth really shone through at the NIC according to Bob Steie, who knew his team was capable of taking the title, though he was a bit surprised the wide margin.

"I never thought we'd win by 100. I thought maybe 50," Steele said. "We had 27 lifetime bests, so it would be hard to point to one person who really stood out. We had so many outstanding swimmers."

"An indication of the strength of this year's squad is in the fact that 21 times were moved on to the Honor Roll, which is the top five all-swims in each event, he added."

"Compeitiveness in quality among the Salukis was apparent in many events. In 100 breaststroke, Ash set a meet and pool record during preliminaries, which was broken by Wooley in the finals, which was in turn broken by Brinkman in a time trial following the day's events."

SHC placed several swimmers and divers in the top six in many events on the way to breaking by 15 its three-year-old record for the number of points scored in the NIC meet. In the 500 free, Anders Grimm, Brasch, and Brinkman
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D.D. Plab scored 18 points in Thursday's 81-52 win over Bradley.